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Figure 4-5 Plot of density and floating potential with B, of 0 T, 3 x 10^-4 T, 6 x 10^-4 T and 9 x 10^-4 T.

Figure 4-6 A typical spectrum obtained with a filament produced plasma at r = 6 cm. The top figure shows the cross power spectrum of the low frequency fluctuations. The middle figure shows the phase difference between the density and potential signals showing the flute nature of the coherent fluctuations. The bottom figure shows a high degree of coherence of the fluctuations.

Figure 4-7 Radial profile of integrated power of density fluctuations with B, = 0 T (curve(a)), 3 x 10^-4 T (curve(b)), 6 x 10^-4 T (curve(c)) and -6 x 10^-4 T (curve(d)). The curves show (i) the increase in the integrated power with B, = 3 x 10^-4 T (corresponding to r = 0) and then its reduction as B, is increased to 6 x 10^-4 T, and (ii) that greater suppression is achieved with a positive vertical field, compared with that obtained with a reversed vertical magnetic field of the same magnitude.

Figure 4-8 Variation in the power content of the coherent fluctuations (for power < 2 kHz ± 0.19 kHz) of (a) density (b) floating potential and (c) their ratio at different vertical magnetic fields at r = 6 cm. The peak at B, = -3 x 10^-4 T is due to the existence of a threshold of B, ~ 3 x 10^-4 T. Also the coherence is greater at B, = -3 x 10^-4 T.

Figure 4-9 Auto power spectrum of (a) density and (b) floating potential of a filament produced plasma at r = 6 cm. (i) B, = -9 x 10^-4 T, (ii) B, = -6 x 10^-4 T, (iii) B, = -3 x 10^-4 T, (iv) B, = 0 T, (v) B, = 6 x 10^-4 T and (vi) B, = 9 x 10^-4 T. The plot shows the shifting of the frequency peaks to a higher frequency and reduction in the power level of the fluctuations as B, is increased.